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Dear Reader,
We present to you the first newsletter of the European LearIT project, realized with the
support of European Union within Life Long Learning Program. In this newsletter you can
find a description of our project, its aims and ongoing activities. This newsletter will
appear every three months. We hope it will be useful and interesting for you.
The LearnIT project consortium
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About LearnIT…
The LEARNIT project relates to e-learning and m-learning within the Small
and Medium Enterprises sector.
The project is realised in the Leonardo da Vinci framework – Transfer of
Innovation Programme.
The emphasis of the project is based on two former projects developed at an
international level:
TALAS – (Tourism Management e-learning Solutions)
The aim of the TALAS project was the promotion of innovative e-learning and
m-learning solutions by testing the new methodology and new didactic
attempt in vocational training in tourism. The TALAS project possessed
ambitious

international

plan

with

strong

transnational

partnership

consisting of 9 European institutions from 7 countries – Italy, Spain,
Austria, Germany, Greece, Romania and Poland. The “Tourism Management”
pilot course was tested by in new and dynamic educational environments
provided by e-learning, and m-learning. The aim of this course is to offer
specified answers on the lack of flexible training in the hospitality sector and
lack of possibilities for learning among young people and within the tourism
industry. This e-Learning platform is an integrated and flexible educational
scenario containing different educational objects such as video lessons, video
clips, animated and interactive animations, texts and audio files. Thanks to
multimedia and interactive materials, e-Learning platforms promotes tailored
educational pathways, supports learning sessions, increases the possibilities
of learning by experience and supports flexible dynamic processes of
learning.
AND
ICT in SME
The main objectives of the project was to develop an ICT training system
based upon the field of the European standards of SME within the target
sector with diversified hi-tech sectors. The production of software; networks,

and materials for courses (training programs, handbooks, CD-ROM and
online material) . Products included topics on:
European Standards for SME with Hi-Tech Profiles, European and
International Standards in the Programming Sector,
European and International Standards in the Network Sector,
English in European and International Standards and German in
European and International Standards.
The Project also contained elements of blended learning and the elaboration
of e-Learning platform.

The project partnership consists of 6 partners from 5 countries – Poland,
Italy, Spain, Bulgaria and United Kingdom.
The project partnership:
Danmar Computers - Poland
FOR.COM – Italy
Femxa Group – Spain
Acsymiry - Bulgaria
OAKE Europe – United Kingdom
DC Center – Poland
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See more about e-Learning:
www.developmentgateway.org
www.knowledgepresenter.com
www.wbtexpress.com
www.elearning-authoring.com

What is m-learning?
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See more about m-learning:
www.m-learning.org
www.educause.edu/M-LearningandMobility/12397
www.m-learning.mobi
www.elearnopedia.com/mlearning

Get to know SMARTPHONE
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See more about smartphones:
www.smartphone.net
www.smartphonetoday.com

iPhone by Apple – new generation phone

Development of the project
The first meeting in LearnIT project took place 15th-16th December in
Rzeszow, Poland. The next is planned for 14th-15th May in Rome, Italy.
To this time partners will develop the project, one of the first activities will be
creation of the project’s website www.learnit-ict.eu with logo, elaboration of
criteria regarding smartphones, dissemination and an exploitation plan and
didactical transfer plan.
The project will be promoted among its target group by leaflets, posters and
this newsletter. Moreover in every partner’s country there will be chosen a
group of enterprises and organizations which will stay informed about the
project – by direct method (face-to-face), by phone and e-mail.
This newsletter will be published every three months starting from January
2009. The next number will be available in April.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein.

